The performance of the Local Trigger based on the drift-tube system of the CMS experiment has been studied using muons from cosmic ray events collected during the commissioning of the detector in 2008. The properties of the system are extensively tested and compared with the simulation. The effect of the random arrival time of the cosmic rays on the trigger performance is reported, and the results are compared with the design expectations for proton-proton collisions and with previous measurements obtained with muon beams. * See Appendix A for the list of collaboration members arXiv:0911.4893v2 [physics.ins-det] 
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Figure 1: Left: schematic view of one of the five wheels of the muon barrel system of the CMS experiment, in the x-y plane. Right: the five wheels are visible in the longitudinal view of the CMS detector.
tracks from charged particles in the muon system with those measured in the silicon tracker results in a transverse momentum resolution between 1 and 5 % for transverse momenta up to 1 TeV/c [7] . The muon detector also provides a highly efficient muon trigger. The usage of RPCs and DTs in the barrel, and RPCs and CSCs in the endcaps, makes the system robust and redundant. Both the DT and CSC detectors perform muon tracking and participate in the Level-1 muon trigger, independently of the RPCs.
The Drift-Tube Muon System
The DT system consists of 240 muon chambers. Figure 1 shows how the muon chambers are arranged in 12 sectors with four station types in each of the five wheels of the CMS barrel. The four station types are called MB1, MB2, MB3, and MB4 from inside to outside, where MB stands for Muon Barrel. Although the chambers of station type MB4 in sectors 4 and 10 are physically divided in two parts, in this paper they are considered as a single unit. In each chamber eight layers of DT cells with wires parallel to the beam direction are arranged in two "superlayers" of four layers each, devoted to trigger and position measurements in the x-y plane. With the exception of type MB4, all chambers are equipped with an extra "superlayer" of four layers to perform measurements along the z coordinate using DT cells with wires orthogonal to the beam direction.
The maximum drift time in the DT system is almost 400 ns, which is much longer than the 25 ns interval that separates two consecutive collisions. Therefore, the trigger system must first associate each trigger segment to the correct bunch crossing (BX). For each BX the trigger system provides up to two trigger segments per chamber in the φ view, and one in the θ view. In the φ view, each trigger segment is associated with the following quantities: the BX, at which the corresponding muon candidate was produced; the position and direction in the local coordinate system of the chamber; a quality word describing how many aligned DT hits were found; and a bit flagging the segment as a first or second candidate, ordered according to their assigned quality, for that BX. One set of such quantities is called a "trigger primitive". The main components of the DT Local Trigger in the φ view of a muon chamber. The BTIs detect hit alignments within each superlayer, the TRACOs search for a proper matching between superlayers, and the Trigger Server selects the best two candidates in the chamber and applies a ghost-suppression algorithm.
Trigger segments in the θ view are issued if there are three or four aligned hits in the corresponding superlayer. The θ trigger primitive includes the assigned BX, a word defining the location in the chamber, and its quality word. During LHC operation, the system in the θ view will be configured to accept only trigger segments pointing to the interaction region. This condition was not applied for data taking with cosmic rays.
The trigger algorithm that provides the trigger primitives in the φ view works in three logical steps that are sketched in Fig. 2 . For every BX, the Bunch and Track Identifiers (BTIs) search for track segment candidates made of three or four aligned DT hits within a superlayer. Each candidate is processed by the Track Correlators (TRACOs), which search for a proper angular matching between the candidates from the two superlayers in each chamber. TRACO candidates are then sent to the Trigger Server, which performs a ghost-suppression mechanism and then selects for each BX the two trigger primitives with highest quality. The quality is defined according to the number of aligned hits in the trigger segment. An alignment of hits in a superlayer is labeled "High" (H) or "Low" (L) if it includes four or three DT hits, respectively. The quality of a trigger segment in the φ view is labeled HH, HL, or LL if a matching (correlation), both in angle and BX, is found between the segments of the two superlayers. In this case the trigger segments are called "correlated". If no correlation is found, and four aligned hits are detected in the inner (outer) superlayer of the chamber (where inner and outer are defined according to their distance from the center of the CMS detector), the segment quality is labeled as HI (HO).
The DT Local trigger is designed for triggering on particles produced synchronously with the bunch crossing signal. One of the effects of the random arrival time of the cosmic muons is the production of spurious uncorrelated trigger segments with wrong bunch crossing assignment. Therefore, to reduce the rate of such spurious triggers, the DT Local Trigger was configured such that the presence of a θ trigger segment was required to accept uncorrelated H-quality triggers in the φ view. At the LHC, where muons are synchronously produced with the bunch crossing signal, spurious triggers will be largely suppressed, so that the trigger configuration will be relaxed to accept also uncorrelated L-quality triggers.
The ghost-suppression mechanism is performed to discard additional trigger candidates attributable to false signals ("ghosts"). The false trigger segments mostly arise from the fact that adjacent TRACO units share a common group of DT cells, and a hit alignment can be found twice. The segment selection and ghost-suppression algorithms are flexible and can be configured to match various experimental conditions, such as the presence of groups of noisy or disconnected DT cells in a chamber.
The position and angle parameters of the trigger segment, named Φ and Φ b respectively, are illustrated in Fig. 3 , together with the angle ψ that defines the inclination of the trigger segment with respect to the direction perpendicular to the chamber plane. The parameter Φ is determined by the position of the trigger segment with respect to the center of the chamber, whereas the quantity Φ b is the angle between the direction of the trigger segment and the straight line from the interaction point to the segment position.
The data from the four Trigger Server units of every muon sector are sent to the Regional Trigger [12] , which independently performs the matching between trigger segments in the φ and θ views, using two different systems: the Phi Track Finder and the Eta Track Finder, respectively. In the data analysed for this study the Eta Track Finder was not yet operational. The matching of segments between chambers is performed by the Phi Track Finder using configurable lookup tables, which define the range, in terms of position and angle, where a valid extrapolation of a trigger segment from one chamber to another is expected. The Phi Track Finder extrapolation mechanism was not used during the data taking with cosmic ray muons in order to maximize the geometrical acceptance. The Phi Track Finder processed data within one sector or two neighboring sectors, by searching for a signal coincidence in at least two chambers. Up to four candidates, ordered according to their transverse momenta, are selected and forwarded to the Global Muon Trigger, where they are combined with muon-trigger candidates from RPCs and CSCs [4] . During data taking with cosmic rays, a Level-1 trigger rate of about 240 Hz was passed from the Phi Track Finder to the Global Muon Trigger.
The DT Local Trigger signals from the various chambers must arrive synchronously at the Regional Trigger, and a dedicated synchronization procedure was developed for triggering with cosmic rays. The time taken by the particles traversing the detector from top to bottom depends on the track incident angle, and is approximately 50 ns for cosmic muons traversing both sectors 4 and 10. To synchronize the DT trigger system, the latency of the trigger signals of the chambers in the upper sectors was increased up to a maximum delay time of 50 ns, which corresponds to two bunch crossings. The delays for each individual chamber were obtained with data from dedicated synchronization runs by examining the bunch crossing distribution of the trigger segments from different detector regions with respect to a reference sector. This allowed the synchronization of all chambers to be within a fraction of a bunch crossing, regardless of the direction and the position of the incoming particle.
The Event Selection
Unless explicitly mentioned, the results shown in this paper are obtained using data collected with the CMS solenoid operating at 3.8 T. The data were collected in periods of stable DT operation. No requirements on the status of the other CMS detectors and their participation in the data taking are applied to the event selection, except when explicitly mentioned. The sample used for the analysis corresponds to approximately 10 million events. This is large enough to make statistical uncertainties negligible for the measurements performed.
The trigger and data acquisition are synchronized with a 40 MHz signal replicating the LHC BX frequency. The Level-1 Trigger signal requires the coincidence, at the same BX, of at least two trigger primitives from two chambers of the same sector or of two adjacent sectors. To avoid any bias in the event selection, it is required that at least two chambers distinct from the one under investigation have provided trigger primitives. This guarantees that the event is selected by the Level-1 Trigger independently of the chamber under investigation. To measure the trigger efficiency in a chamber, the presence of a local track segment reconstructed with at least 7 out of 8 TDC hits in the φ view is also required. The radial angle of the track segment must be in the range |ψ| < 30 • , to stay within the TRACO angular acceptance. To remove events with two or more muon tracks in the same chamber, at most 12 TDC hits are allowed in the φ view of the chamber under investigation. The efficiency of the DT Local Trigger in the chamber is defined as the fraction of the selected events that have an associated trigger primitive in the chamber, in the same or in any of the two adjacent BXs. This definition of efficiency allows the measurement of the effective net trigger capability, excluding the geometrical acceptance and the DT cell efficiency. This event selection is employed for the analysis described in this paper, except where explicitly stated otherwise.
Performance of the DT Local Trigger
Muons produced in LHC collisions will cross each DT chamber at a well defined time with respect to the signal of the BX clock, with a jitter of a few nanoseconds, due to the different path lengths in the magnetic field. The BTI electronics will be properly synchronized with the arrival time of the particles to perform the best hit alignment [13, 14] . However, cosmic ray muons traverse the detector at arbitrary times with respect to the 40 MHz signal that simulates the BX clock. Taking the signal of the BX clock as a time reference, the BTI is configured to detect hit alignments in the most efficient way in a time range that is about 10 ns wide. Therefore, only muons arriving within the 10 ns time window will be correctly identified by the trigger, while outside this time window the efficiency of the BTI to find aligned hits is degraded.
Trigger Efficiency
To illustrate the effect of the random arrival time of the cosmic rays on the performance measurements presented in this paper, Fig. 4 shows the DT Local Trigger efficiency as a function of the arrival time of the muon with respect to the global time reference t Trig . The quantity t Trig represents the value to be subtracted from the time measured by the TDC (called t Digi ) to correct for the trigger latency and for differences in the propagation time of the signals in the system. The determination of t Trig is described in Ref. [15] , and it is performed by fitting the position of the rising edge of the t Digi distribution separately in each superlayer. The arrival time with respect to t Trig is individually computed for every muon and event, by performing a linear fit to the TDC hits in the chamber. The arrival time is a free parameter of the fit, and it is determined, event-by-event, as the time shift to be added to t Trig giving the best spatial resolution for every event by achieving the best track-segment fit [16] . This shift represents the time offset at which the muon traversed the chamber with respect to the reference time t Trig , which is the mean arrival time averaged over many events. Figure 4 shows that the DT Local Trigger efficiency is not constant as a function of the arrival time of the particle, in particular for trigger segments of HH quality, but it is maximal and flat in a region approximately 10 ns wide. To first order, the efficiency has a periodicity of 25 ns, which is the time difference between two consecutive BXs. As the events selection requires the time coincidence of trigger segments in at least two chambers, uncertainties in their relative synchronization, which was typically of the order of a fraction of a BX during the period of data taking, can bias the measured arrival time of the muons, thus resulting in an imperfect periodicity of the efficiency curve. The time dependence of the efficiency reflects the fact that the trigger system is optimized for muons arriving in the time range corresponding to the flattop region of Fig. 4 . For LHC operation, the trigger timing will be adjusted so that muons from collisions will traverse the detector within this time range. For the tests with cosmic ray muons, however, this results in an overall degradation of the average performance of the DT Local Trigger compared to the expectations for the LHC and the results with bunched-beam tests, in terms of efficiency, quality of the trigger primitives, and BX identification.
In the 10 ns flat-top region, where the trigger system is well synchronized with the incoming particles, the DT Local Trigger efficiency is approximately 0.60 for triggers of HH quality, 0.90 for correlated triggers, and 0.97 for any trigger quality. These values are consistent with previous measurements at bunched-beam tests [9, 10] , as well as with the technical specifications required for efficient triggering with particle collisions [4] .
The average DT Local Trigger efficiencies obtained using all cosmic ray muons, regardless of their arrival time with respect to the reference time t Trig , are 0.95 for triggers of any quality, 0.80 for correlated triggers, and 0.48 for triggers of HH quality. These values are lower than the values reached in the plateau of maximum efficiency shown in Fig. 4 , where the performance of the system is optimal. They have a spread of 0.02 among the chambers, mostly caused by the different angles of incidence of the cosmic rays on the chambers and by a few malfunctioning trigger devices. The few chambers with major hardware or read-out problems are not taken into account in the computation. These problems were fixed during the detector shutdown at the end of 2008.
The results on the DT Local Trigger efficiency are cross-checked using an independent event selection that does not explicitly require the presence of DT hits in the chamber under study. For this purpose, events triggered by the RPCs are selected. In such events, muon tracks are subsequently reconstructed using the DT hits in the muon barrel and CSC hits in the endcaps. The tracks are extrapolated along the detector, and required to cross the chamber under study in its active region, without any requirement on the presence of DT hits in that chamber. The chamber is considered efficient if there is a trigger segment in the φ view, in the same or in any of the two adjacent BXs. In order to remain within the geometrical acceptance of the trigger, only tracks with an angle of incidence |ψ| < 30 • were considered. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the DT Local Trigger efficiency measured for these events. Each entry represents one muon chamber. Results are shown for any trigger quality and for correlated triggers. Results for station type MB4, for which only correlated triggers are provided, are shown separately. In contrast to the previously described measurement, this definition of the DT Local Trigger efficiency includes effects of geometrical acceptance at the edges of the chambers, cell inefficiency, dead channels, and hardware failures. Therefore, the measured values are on average a few percent lower than the ones previously reported. For triggers of any quality the efficiency distribution has a maximum at 95 %. Values below 70 % are due to read-out or hardware problems, which have been fixed during the detector shutdown at the end of 2008. For correlated triggers, the efficiencies below 70 % are related to chambers oriented vertically in the detector (sectors 1 and 7). In this case, given the angular distribution of cosmic rays, there is a high probability to fail the correlation between superlayers near the edges of the chambers. In this detector region the low efficiency is partially recovered if trigger segments of any quality are accepted, and in this case it reaches values between 80 % and 90 %.
The DT Local Trigger efficiency as a function of the incidence angle |ψ| is also measured, for trigger segments of any quality. In this case the requirement on the incidence angle of the track, |ψ| < 30 • , is removed, and the efficiency value is averaged over all chambers, with the exclusion of sectors 1 and 7. The results, reported in Fig. 6 , are in agreement with previous test beam measurements [9] and show that the trigger efficiency has a constant plateau for tracks with inclination up to about 35 • , and it decreases by a factor of 2 at the maximum BTI angular acceptance of 45 • . This corresponds, in the case of LHC collisions, to full trigger efficiency for tracks with transverse momenta exceeding 3 GeV/c. 
Bunch Crossing Identification
The performance of the BX identification is measured by comparing the assigned bunch crossing in the chamber under study, called "trigger BX", with respect to the BX defined by the coincidence of the other two trigger segments in the same sector, called "expected BX". The difference between the "expected BX" and the "trigger BX" is shown in Fig. 7 for different trigger qualities. The data from a chamber of type MB1 in sector 4 are used as an example. The results are similar for the other chambers in the detector. The events for which the difference between the "expected BX" and the "trigger BX" is zero have a correct BX identification. The distributions, normalized to unity, show that, even in the difficult environment of cosmic rays, triggers of HH quality provide correct BX identification in 82 % of the cases. The distribution is affected by imperfect synchronization between the chambers during data taking. The distribution is wider for poorer trigger quality. Because of a feature of the BTI system, the events with badly identified BX mainly populate the left-most part of the distribution for low-quality triggers, as they are trigger segments with wrong hit alignments that are typically produced later with respect to the correct BX. Such triggers are significantly suppressed in the case of quality type HH. In bunched-beam tests the BX identification for trigger segments of quality HH was close to 100 % [9, 10] . In the present analysis, the degraded performance of the BX identification is explained by the timing characteristics of the cosmic rays already discussed. Events selected with the optimal arrival time of the muon tracks (as discussed in section 3.1) show that the BX identification capability for triggers of HH quality approaches 100 %, thus matching the design expectations for proton-proton collisions. This can be seen in Fig. 8 , which shows the distribution of the arrival time of the muon tracks (in the same chamber used for Fig. 4 ), for events with a trigger segment of any quality (left) and for quality type HH (right). The distributions for trigger segments with correct BX assignment ("expected BX" equal to "trigger BX") and wrong BX assignment are shown separately. In the region approximately ± 5 ns wide around zero, where the timing of the trigger system is optimized (as discussed for the results of Fig. 4) , the wrongly timed triggers of any quality contribute only marginally, and they can be completely neglected in the case of trigger segments of HH quality. 
False Dimuon Trigger Rate
The DT Local Trigger provides up to two trigger segments for any BX in the φ view of each chamber. This feature was introduced to maximize the trigger efficiency for nearby muons. On the other hand, a ghost suppression mechanism is implemented to reject false trigger pairs that originate from a single muon crossing the detector. As the dimuon production rate above any given transverse momentum threshold is expected to be approximately 1 % of the single muon rate at the LHC [4] , the rate of false Level-1 dimuon triggers must be well below 1 %. With cosmic rays the fraction of double triggers over single triggers provided in a single chamber at the same BX, averaged over all the chambers of type MB1, MB2, and MB3, is 0.03 ± 0.01. The DT Local Trigger in station type MB4 provides a lower fraction of double triggers, namely 0.012 ± 0.005, since only correlated trigger segments are provided by this station type. The uncertainty reflects the observed spread of values among the various chambers, due to systematic effects like noisy channels, or different angles of incidence of the cosmic rays. The results are consistent with test beam measurements [9, 10] . The false dimuon Level-1 trigger rate in the barrel region is further suppressed, as the matching of at least two segments in two different chambers is required to form a trigger candidate, and as a further selection is applied by the Global Muon Trigger. The measured false dimuon trigger rate per chamber is significantly smaller compared to the assumptions made in Ref. [4] . Hence, the false dimuon Level-1 rate in the barrel region is estimated to be below the 0.1 % reported in Ref. [4] , which is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the real dimuon rate and can, therefore, be neglected. 
Position and Angular Resolution
The track segments obtained by fitting the TDC information in each chamber and used for offline muon reconstruction provide an accurate determination of the position and the incidence angle of the muon in the chamber independent of the trigger output. These quantities are compared with the corresponding information assigned by the DT Local Trigger to the trigger segments, Φ and Φ b . Figure 9 (left) shows the distribution of the difference between the position computed by the reconstructed track segment and by the trigger segment for a chamber of type MB1 taken as an example. The RMS of the distribution is 0.8 mm. This provides an estimate of the position resolution of the trigger segment, which is the same for every station type. This measurement is in agreement with previous test beam results [9] . The uncertainty related to the track position measurement is neglected.
A similar study is performed on the track incidence angle ψ. Figure 9 (right) shows the distribution of the difference between the incidence angle of the reconstructed track and the trigger segment. The RMS of the distribution is 4 mrad. Taking into account the slight reduction of the angular resolution arising from the timing characteristics of the cosmic rays, the resolution is in agreement with the value of 3 mrad obtained in previous test beam measurements [9] . The result guarantees that the expected performance in terms of position and transverse momentum resolution at the output of the Level-1 trigger will be achieved for collision data taking [4] .
Effect of the Magnetic Field
In station type MB1 of the wheels +2 and −2, the magnetic field is expected to affect the driftpath lengths such that the maximum drift time is increased by O(10 ns) [17] . A variation of the maximum drift time, which corresponds to an apparent change of the drift velocity, could degrade the DT Local Trigger performance, affecting in particular the BX identification. A sample of approximately 5 million events collected with no magnetic field is used to study this effect. The means of the BX distributions determined by the DT Local Trigger in a chamber (obtained as in Fig. 7 ) are compared for data taken with and without the magnetic field.
Some corrections are applied to compare the results obtained from the two data sets. As muons are bent by the magnetic field, the timing of the trigger signals between the various chambers and sectors is slightly affected because of the different path length, especially for low momentum particles. In addition, some further adjustments in the synchronization between the various sectors were performed between the two data taking periods. Therefore, a direct comparison of the means of the BX distributions obtained in the two conditions is biased by these systematic effects. As in station type MB4 the effect of the magnetic field on the drift velocity is expected to be negligible, it is assumed that in this case any deviation from zero observed in the difference of the BX distributions is entirely due to the systematic effects. Results for station type MB4 are then set to zero, separately in each sector, and the results for the other stations are shifted by the same amount to correct for the systematic effects. Figure 10 shows the difference between the means of the BX distributions, with and without the magnetic field, as a function of the wheel number for different station types, after the correction procedure described above. The results are averaged over the various sectors, and only statistical uncertainties are shown in the figure. Small deviations from zero are observed in all stations and wheels, and they are partially due to the aforementioned systematic uncertainties, which could not be completely suppressed. The largest deviation from zero is observed in MB1, at the wheels +2 and −2, where the magnetic field is indeed expected to have the largest effect on BX identification. Comparing results with and without the magnetic field, the maximum average BX displacement is 0.1 units of a BX, corresponding to about 3 ns. This shift is much smaller than 25 ns, which is the time between two consecutive BXs, and thus it cannot significantly affect the performance of the trigger [17] .
A study of the BX displacement as a function of the position of the trigger candidate along the z coordinate shows that the BX assignment is fairly constant across the muon chambers, increasing at the edges with the maximum value of 5 ns, which is sufficiently small compared to 25 ns. Consequently it is possible to configure the BTIs with the same value of the driftvelocity parameter in each chamber, regardless of its location in the detector or the magnetic field.
The comparison between events recorded with and without the magnetic field is used to study the effect of the field on the position and angular resolution of the trigger segments. The results show that the position and direction determination by the DT Local Trigger is not affected by the presence of the magnetic field. The comparison of data taken with and without the magnetic field also shows that the magnetic field does not affect the trigger efficiency, except in station MB1 of the wheels +2 and −2 where the fraction of correlated triggers is decreased by less than 2 %. 
Comparison with the Emulator
A detailed simulation of the DT Local Trigger selection algorithm is implemented in the CMS software framework, and is part of the emulator program that reproduces the output of the entire Level-1 trigger. The emulator processes the signals from the drift cells: for each cell the difference t Digi − t Trig is computed and sent as input to the emulator. The quantity received as input by the trigger electronics is not exactly the same as t Digi − t Trig , although its physical meaning is the same. In fact, the BTIs are directly linked to the wires of the DT chamber, receiving discriminated signals on the on-board electronics, while the quantity t Digi and the pedestal parameter t Trig are determined by the TDCs (which have a different hardware connection to the DT cells with respect to the BTIs) and by an offline analysis, respectively. This makes the exact data-emulator agreement impossible by design. Discrepancies between data and emulation, on an event-by-event comparison, are mostly observed in the quality of the trigger primitives. Even considering this intrinsic limitation, an event-by-event comparison shows that, among all the trigger primitives provided by the trigger electronics, more than 90 % are perfectly reproduced by the emulator in all their characteristics. If the comparison between data and emulator is performed on a statistical basis rather than event-by-event, the differences between data and emulator largely compensate, and the agreement approaches 100 %. This can be seen in Fig. 11 , which shows the comparison of the distribution of the trigger quality for station types MB1 and MB4.
The emulator program assumes a perfectly working trigger system, so that any significant discrepancy with the data is an indication either of malfunctioning electronics or mis-configuration. On the other hand, dead cells, high-voltage problems, noisy cells, or any other malfunctions affecting the presence of the digitized information from the TDCs, but not related to the trigger devices, are always reproduced by the emulation, resulting in a very good matching with the data. Therefore, the emulator is a very powerful tool for use during data taking for diagnosing problems that are related to the trigger system. 
Conclusions
The muon Local Trigger based on the drift-tube detector of the CMS experiment has been extensively tested during the commissioning of the apparatus using cosmic rays. Cosmic rays traverse the detector at arbitrary times and with different directions compared to particles produced in LHC collisions, for which the muon trigger was designed. Therefore, the system performance is degraded with respect to the expectations for the LHC, or if compared with measurements previously performed with bunched beams. Nevertheless, the device operated in a very efficient and reliable way. An overall efficiency of 95 % is obtained, and 48 % of the trigger segments are of the best possible quality. An accurate measurement of the trigger efficiency as a function of the timing of the system shows that, in the time window where the trigger electronics is properly synchronized with the arriving muon, as it will be the case for particles produced at LHC collisions, the DT Local trigger efficiency is 97 % for any trigger quality. The performance of the BX identification reaches 100 % when a correction for the arbitrary arrival time of cosmic ray muons is performed. The rate of false double triggers for single muons is about 1.5-3.0 % of the single muon triggers in one chamber. As the coincidence of trigger segments in at least two chambers is needed by the Phi Track Finder to reconstruct a trigger candidate, and as a further selection is applied by the Regional and the Global Muon Trigger, the false dimuon trigger rate is expected to be at least one order of magnitude smaller than the real dimuon rate expected from LHC collisions at any transverse momentum threshold. The position and angular resolution of the trigger segments is 0.8 mm and 4 mrad, respectively. This performance allows the trigger system to achieve the position and transverse momentum resolution needed for efficient operation with collisions. The magnetic field has a negligible impact on the bunch crossing identification, on the position and angular resolution, and on the trigger efficiency, even in the detector regions where the effect should be largest. Trigger data were also successfully cross-checked with the emulator. Although a perfect event-by-event agreement with the data is impossible by design, more than 90 % of the trigger primitives are perfectly reproduced by the emulator in all their characteristics. This makes the emulator a powerful tool for diagnosing problems related to the trigger system during data taking. 
